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A guide to over ... international nonprofit membership organizations including
multinational and binational groups, and national organizations based outside the
United States, concerned with all subjects or areas of activity.
Includes, beginning Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th of each month, Sept.-May) a
special section: School library journal, ISSN 0000-0035, (called Junior libraries,
1954-May 1961). Also issued separately.
Devoted to recording the scope of African American achievement, reference provides
biographical and career details on more than 20,000 notable African American individuals,
including leaders from sports, the arts, business, religion and more. An obituary section
contains fully updated entries for listees who have died since the previous edition.
Covers the period from 1790 to 1905 in The Times of London.

Encyclopedia of AssociationsInternational organizations
Showcasing diverse methodologies, this volume illuminates London's central role
in the development of a European art market at the turn of the nineteenth
century. In the late 1700s, as the events of the French Revolution roiled France,
London displaced Paris as the primary hub of international art sales. Within a few
decades, a robust and sophisticated art market flourished in London. London and
the Emergence of a European Art Market, 1780–1820 explores the commercial
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milieu of art sales and collecting at this turning point. In this collection of essays,
twenty-two scholars employ methods ranging from traditional art historical and
provenance studies to statistical and economic analysis; they provide overviews,
case studies, and empirical reevaluations of artists, collectors, patrons, agents
and dealers, institutions, sales, and practices. Drawing from pioneering digital
resources—notably the Getty Provenance Index—as well as archival materials
such as trade directories, correspondence, stock books and inventories, auction
catalogs, and exhibition reviews, these scholars identify broad trends, reevaluate
previous misunderstandings, and consider overlooked commercial contexts.
From individual case studies to econometric overviews, this volume is
groundbreaking for its diverse methodological range that illuminates artistic taste
and flourishing art commerce at the turn of the nineteenth century.
A journal for the farm, the garden, and the fireside, devoted to improvement in
agriculture, horticulture, and rural taste; to elevation in mental, moral, and social
character, and the spread of useful knowledge and current news.
A weekly review of politics, literature, theology, and art.
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